Book Discussion Questions:
The author says: "Identity also involves labels people have stamped on us, and
then also the labels that we have stamped on ourselves. " Do you agree and why?
If so, what identities have you stamped on yourself? What identities have others
placed on you? What identities have you placed on others?
The author mentions the false keywords of always and never & would have, should
have, and could have. How have these false keywords impacted your mindset and
life in general? What would happen if you reframed these statements that have
been playing in your head? How would it impact your children? How has judging
your past mistakes with the information you have now affected your life? What
would it look like for you to give yourself compassion, self-love, and grace, instead
of self-blame and self-judgment about doing the best that you could with the
information that you had?
How does approval become broken? How can you reframe your need for
approval from others to gaining approval and validation from God?
What makes you judge others? What judgding points have you come up with in
order to judge others? What would happen if others used these points to judge
you?

Book Discussion Questions:
Have you grieved your old dreams that weren't fulfilled? What about those of
your kids that you had in mind that may be different from what you were
thinking? How would grieving those dreams help you move forward?
The scarcity mindset affects whether you compare yourself with others, your
calling, your faith, and whether you entertain comparative suffering when
others are hurting. How can you reframe this mindset to the abundance that
Jesus promised us?
Do you know the difference between safe and unsafe people? What is your
definition for both? How do you deal with people crossing your boundaries?
Or do you allow grace to become cheap?
What is the common denominator that keeps you in unhealthy relationship
patterns?
Have you ever suffered from burnout? If so, how were you able to regain
resilience, and flourish again. If not, what daily habits have you created to avoid
it? What limiting beliefs do you have about rest?
Why haven't you healed in certain areas? If you have, what steps did you take?
If you could get off of your mat, what would your empowered new chpater of
life look like? Katina mentions several mats that we lie on? Which one is yours
and why? Or, do you have one that is not listed?
How do mats blind us?
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